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Summary. — We provide a summary of the known analytical properties of the alpha
models, including an outline of their derivation and the associated assumptions, their
simplification for the case of constant dispersion length (alpha) and their
conservation properties. We also offer interpretations of nonlinear dynamics of the
viscous alpha models and indicate the differences one might expect from the
dynamics of the Navier-Stokes equations.
PACS 92.10.Lq – Turbulence and diffusion.
PACS 47.20.Ky – Nonlinearity (including bifurcation theory).
PACS 47.27.Vf – Wakes.
PACS 01.30.Cc – Conference proceedings.
1. – Introduction
Holm et al. [1, 2] introduced the “alpha models” for the mean motion of ideal
incompressible fluids as the n-dimensional generalization of the one-dimensional
Camassa-Holm (CH) equation. The one-dimensional CH equation describes shallow
water waves with nonlinear dispersion and admits soliton solutions called
“peakons” [3]. Its n-dimensional generalization describes the slow time dynamics of
fluids in which nonlinear dispersion accounts for the effects of the small-scale rapid
variability upon the mean motion. The fluid transport velocity is found by inversion of a
Helmholtz operator acting on the fluid circulation (or momentum) velocity. This
operator contains the length scale that corresponds to the magnitude of the fluctuation
covariance; the application of this operator smoothes the transport velocity relative to
the circulation velocity. This length scales is denoted by a in refs. [1-3], hence the name
alpha models for these mean fluid motion theories.
The alpha models for self-consistent mean fluid dynamics are derived by applying
temporal averaging procedures to Hamilton’s principle for an ideal incompressible
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fluid flow. The resulting mean fluid motion equations are obtained by using the
Euler-Poincaré variational framework [1, 2]. (As explained in [1], Euler-Poincaré
equations are the Lagrangian version of Lie-Poisson Hamiltonian systems.) Therefore,
these equations possess conservation laws for energy and momentum, as well as a
Kelvin-Noether circulation theorem that establishes how the time average (or perhaps
statistical) properties of the fluctuations affect the circulation of the mean flow. These
ideal fluid equations also describe geodesic motion on the volume-preserving
diffeomorphism group for a metric containing the H 1 norm of the mean fluid velocity.
Their geometrical properties are discussed in [4]. Their relation to Eulerian and
Lagrangian mean fluid theories are discussed in [5]. In recognition of their origins,
these mean fluid motion equations may be known equally well by either the name alpha
models, or CH equations.
Chen et al. [6-8] introduced phenomenological viscosity into the CH equation and
proposed the resulting viscous Camassa-Holm equation (VCHE), or Navier-Stokes
alpha (NS-a) model, as a closure approximation for the Reynolds averaged equations of
the incompressible Navier-Stokes fluid. They tested this approximation on turbulent
channel and pipe flows with steady mean, by finding analytical solutions of the VCHE
for the mean velocity and the Reynolds shear stress and comparing them with
experiments [9]. They found that the steady VCHE profiles are consistent with data
obtained from mean flow turbulence measurements in most of the flow region for
channels and pipes at moderate-to-high Reynolds numbers. Thus, Chen et al.
demonstrated a connection between turbulence and the VCHE for steady, or mean
solutions. In fact, the time-dependent VCHE in a periodic box has unique classical
solutions and a global attractor whose fractal dimension is finite and scales according
to Kolmogorov’s estimate, NA (L/ld )3, where ld4 (n 3 /e)1/4 is the Kolmogorov
dissipation length [10]. We note that the time-dependent VCHE, or NS-a model is not
equivalent to the Navier-Stokes equations with hyperviscosity, see [6-8, 10]. Chen et
al. [11] used direct numerical simulations to compare the statistics and structures of
the velocity and vorticity fields at moderate Reynolds numbers of the viscous alpha
model with the corresponding results for the Navier-Stokes equations. The principal
conclusion of this comparison is that the viscous alpha model simulations can reproduce
most of the large scale features of Navier-Stokes turbulence even when these
simulations do not resolve the fine scale dynamics, at least in the case of forced
turbulence in a periodic box.
The present paper summarizes the known analytical properties of the alpha models
in three-dimensional Euclidean space, including an outline of their derivation and the
associated assumptions, their simplification for the case of constant alpha, and their
conservation properties. We also offer interpretations of nonlinear dynamics of the
alpha models and indicate the differences one might expect from the dynamics of the
Navier-Stokes equations.
2. – Eulerian mean theory and alpha model equations
Holm, Marsden, and Ratiu [1, 2] used variational asymptotics to obtain evolution
equations for the Eulerian mean hydrodynamic motion of ideal incompressible fluids,
employing an approximation of Hamilton’s principle for Euler’s equation in a Euclidean
space setting. The method assumes that the Euler flow may be decomposed into its
mean and fluctuating components at a fixed position in space. In their approach, a
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first-order Taylor expansion in the fluctuation amplitude is used to approximate the
velocity field with the result that the L 2 metric in Hamilton’s principle giving rise to
the Euler equations is replaced by an H 1 metric that produces the evolution equation of
the Eulerian mean flow. We shall call this evolution equation the Euler alpha model, or
the n-dimensional CH equation.
Holm et al. [4] give a geometrically intrinsic (i.e., coordinate free) derivation of
these averaged equations by the procedure of variational asymptotics, namely, by
deriving an averaged Lagrangian and using this Lagrangian to generate the equations
via Hamilton’s principle. This intrinsic setting is useful because many interesting flows,
e.g., flows on spheres such as those in geophysics, do occur on manifolds. We follow
Holm [5] in presenting the derivation in Euclidean space.
We develop the Euler-Poincaré theory of advected fluctuations from the viewpoint
of Eulerian averaging. Our point of departure is a Lagrangian comprised of the fluid
kinetic energy in the Eulerian description, in which volume preservation is imposed by
a Lagrange multiplier P (the pressure),
L(v)4d3 x m D
2
NU(x , t ; v)N21P(x , t ; v) (12D(x , t ; v) )n ,(1)
where D is the Eulerian volume element. We assume that there are two time scales for
the motion: the fast time v and the slow time t (although the parameter v could also
denote an ensemble index). The traditional Reynolds decomposition of fluid velocity
into its fast and slow components is expressed at a given position x in terms of the
Eulerian mean fluid velocity u as
U(x , t ; v)fu(x , t)1u8 (x , t ; v) .(2)
Following Holm [5], we assume the Eulerian velocity fluctuation u8 (x , t ; v) is related
to an Eulerian fluid parcel displacement fluctuation—denoted as z(x , t ; v)—by
¯z
¯t
1u Q˘z4z Q˘u1u8 (x , t ; v) .(3)
For purely Eulerian velocity fluctuations as in eq. (2), this relation separates into two
relations: the “Taylor-like” hypothesis of [4],
¯z
¯t
1u Q˘z40 ,(4)
and the relation [4, 5]
04z Q˘u1u8 (x , t ; v) .
Hence, the Reynolds velocity decomposition (2) separates the Lagrangian (1) into its
mean and fluctuating pieces as
L(v)4d3 x m D
2
Nu(x , t)1u8 (x , t ; v)N21P(x , t) (12D(x , t) )n .(6)
No modification is needed in the pressure constraint in this Lagrangian, because the
Eulerian mean preserves the condition that the velocity be divergence free; hence,
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˘ Qu40. It remains only to take the Eulerian mean of this Lagrangian, in which we
assume azb40. The Eulerian mean averaging process at fixed position x is denoted aQb
with, e.g.,
u(x , t)4 aU(x , t ; v)bf lim
TKQ
1
T

0
T
U(x , t ; v) dv .(7)
By eq. (5), the Eulerian mean kinetic energy due to the velocity fluctuation satisfies
aNu8N2 b4 az k z l b u, k Qu, l .(8)
Thus, we find the following Eulerian mean Lagrangian:
aLb4d3 x m D
2
[Nu(x , t)N21 az k z l b u, k Qu, l ]1P(x , t) (12D(x , t) )n .(9)
The advection relation (4) implies the same advective velocity for each component of
the symmetric Eulerian mean covariance tensor az k z l b. Thus, we have
g ¯
¯t
1u Q˘h az k z l b40 .(10)
Together, this relation and the continuity equation for the volume element D,
¯D
¯t
1˘ QDu40 ,(11)
complete the auxiliary equations needed for deriving the equation of motion for the
Eulerian mean velocity u from the averaged Lagrangian aLb in (6) by using the
Euler-Poincaré theory.
The results of [1] allow one to compute the Euler-Poincaré equation for the
Lagrangian aLb in (6) depending on the Eulerian mean velocity u, and the advected
quantities D and az k z l b as
(12) 04g ¯
¯t
1u j
¯
¯x j
h 1
D
daLb
du i
1
1
D
daLb
du j
u j, i2
¯
¯x i
daLb
dD
1
1
D
daLb
daz k z l b
¯
¯x i
az k z l b .
We compute the following variational derivatives of the averaged approximate
Lagrangian aLb in eq. (6):
.
`
/
`
´
1
D
daLb
du
4u2
1
D
(¯k Daz k z l b ¯l ) ufv ,
daLb
dD
42P1
1
2
NuN21
1
2
az k z l b(u, k Qu, l )f2Ptot ,
daLb
dP
412D ,
daLb
daz k z l b
4
D
2
(u, k Qu, l ) .
(13)
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The Euler-Poincaré equation (12) for this averaged Lagrangian takes the form
¯v
¯t
1u Q˘v1vj ˘u j1˘Ptot42
1
2
(u, k Qu, l ) ˘az k z l b ,(14)
where
v4u2DAD u with D
A
Df
1
D
(¯k Daz k z l b ¯l ) and ˘ Qu40 .(15)
Its definition as a variational derivative indicates that v is a specific momentum in a
certain sense dual to the velocity u. For more discussion of physical interpretations of u
and v, see [5]. The Euler-Poincaré equations (14)-(15) define the Eulerian mean motion
(EMM) model. Incompressibility of the Eulerian mean velocity u follows from the
continuity equation (11) and the constraint daLbOdP40. A natural set of boundary
conditions is
v Qn×40 , u40 , and n× Q ajjb40 , on a fixed boundary .(16)
Then, provided the Helmholtz operator 12DAD for D41 may be inverted, the Eulerian
mean pressure P may be obtained by solving an elliptic equation.
2.1. Reducing the EMM equation to the n-dimensional CH equation. – When the
Eulerian mean covariance is isotropic and homogeneous, so that az k z l b4a 2 d kl (for a
constant length scale a, whose magnitude is set by the initial conditions for the
Eulerian mean covariance) then the EMM equation (14) reduces to the n-dimensional
CH equation, or Euler alpha model, introduced in [1, 2], namely,
¯v
¯t
1u Q˘v1vj ˘u j1˘Ptot40 , ˘ Qu404˘ Qv ,(17)
where
v4u2a 2 Du , Ptot4P2
1
2
NuN22
a 2
2
N˜uN2 .(18)
This n-dimensional CH equation set, or Euler alpha model, is an invariant subsystem of
the EMM system (14), with definition (15) and advection law (10), because the
homogeneous isotropic initial condition az k z l b4a 2 d kl is invariant under the dynamics
of eq. (10). Hence, any of the formulae above remain valid if we set az k z l b4a 2 d kl, with
constant a .
Equations of the type (17) but with additional dissipative terms were considered
previously in the theory of second-grade fluids [12] and were treated recently in the
mathematical literature [13, 14]. Second-grade fluid models are derived from
continuum mechanical principles of objectivity and material frame indifference, after
which thermodynamic principles such as the Clausius-Duhem relation and stability
of stationary equilibrium states are imposed to restrict the allowed values of the
parameters in these models. In contrast, the CH equation (17) is derived here by
applying asymptotic expansions, Eulerian means, and an assumption of isotropy of
fluctuations in Hamilton’s principle for an ideal incompressible fluid. This derivation
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provides the interpretation of the length scale a as the typical amplitude of the rapid
fluctuations whose Eulerian mean is taken in Hamilton’s principle.
The n-dimensional CH equation (17) with definitions (18) implies the conservation
of energy dsd3 xu Qv and helicity dsd3 xv Qcurl v . Its steady vortical flows include the
analogs of the Beltrami flows curl v4lu . In the periodic case, we define vk as the k-th
Fourier mode of the specific momentum vf (12a 2 D) u ; so that vkf (11a 2NkN2 ) uk .
Then eq. (17) becomes [1, 2]
d
dt
vk2 iP»g !
p1n4k
vp
11a 2NpN2
3 (n3vn )h40 ,(19)
where P»4d ij2ki kj ONkN2 is the Leray projection onto Fourier modes transverse to k
(this ensures incompressiblity). Hence, the nonlinear coupling among the modes is
suppressed by the denominator when 11a 2 NpN2cNnN .
An essential feature of the n-dimensional CH equations (17)-(18) is that its specific
momentum v is transported by a velocity u that is smoothed, or filtered, by application
of the inverse elliptic Helmoholtz operator (12a 2 D). The effect on length scales
smaller than a is that steep gradients of the specific momentum v tend not to steepen
much further, and that thin vortex tubes tend not to get much thinner as they are
transported. Furthermore, as numerical simulations indicate [11], the effect on length
scales larger than a is negligible. Hence, the n-dimensional CH equation, or Euler
alpha model, preserves the assumptions under which it is derived.
2.2. Physical interpretation of v as the Lagrangian mean velocity. – The Stokes
mean drift velocity is defined by [15]
aUbSf az Q˘u8 b .(20)
Hence, eq. (5) implies
aUbS42 az Q˘z Q˘b u42DAu1o(NzN2 ) ,(21)
where
D
Af (¯k az k z l b ¯l )4D
A
D ND41 ,(22)
and we argue that ˘ Qz4o(NzN2 ). Thus, we find that v satisifies, to order o(NzN2 ),
vfu2DAu4u1 aUbS4 aUbL .(23)
Therefore to this order, v in the EMM theory is the Lagrangian mean velocity.
2.3. Kelvin circulation theorem for EMM and CH equations. – Since they are
Euler-Poincaré, both the Eulerian mean motion (EMM) equation (14) and its invariant
reduced form the CH equations (17)-(18) for az k z l b4a 2 d kl possess the corresponding
Kelvin-Noether circulation theorem,
d
dt

g(u)
v Qdx42 1
2
 
S(u)
˘(u, k Qu, l )3˘az k z l b QdS ,(24)
for any closed curve g(u) that moves with the Eulerian mean fluid velocity u and
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surface S(u) with boundary g(u). Thus in this Kelvin-Noether circulation theorem, the
presence of spatial gradients in the Eulerian mean fluctuation covariance az k z l b
creates circulation of the Lagrangian mean velocity v4u2DAu .
2.4. Vortex stretching equation for the Eulerian mean model. – In three dimensions,
the EMM equation (14) may be expressed in its equivalent “curl” form, as
¯
¯t
v2u3 (˘3v)1˘(Ptot1u Qv)42
1
2
(u, k Qu, l ) ˘az k z l b , ˘ Qu40 .(25)
The curl of this equation in turn yields an equation for transport and creation for the
Lagrangian mean vorticy, qfcurl v ,
¯q
¯t
1u Q˘q4q Q˘u2 1
2
˘(u, k Qu, l )3˘az k z l b , where qfcurl v ,(26)
and we have used incompressibility of u. Thus u is the transport velocity for the
generalized vorticity q, and the expected vortex stretching term q Q˘u is accompanied
by an additional vortex creation term proportional to the Eulerian mean covariance
gradient. Of course, this additional term is also responsible for the creation of
circulation of v in the Kelvin-Noether circulation theorem (24) and vanishes when the
Eulerian mean covariance is homogeneous in space, thereby recovering the
corresponding result for the three-dimensional CH equation [1, 2].
2.5. Energetics of the Eulerian mean model. – Noether’s theorem guarantees the
conservation of energy for the Euler-Poincaré equations (14), since the Eulerian mean
Lagrangian aLb in eq. (6) has no explicity dependence on time. This constant energy is
given by
Et4
1
2
d3 x(NuN21 az k z l b u, k Qu, l )4 1
2
d3 xu Qv .(27)
Thus, the total kinetic energy is the integrated product of the Eulerian mean and
Lagrangian mean velocities. In this kinetic energy, the Eulerian mean covariance of
the fluctuations couples to the gradients of the Eulerian mean velocity. So there is a
cost in kinetic energy for the system either to increase these gradients, or to increase
the Eulerian mean covariance.
2.6. Momentum conservation-stress tensor formulation. – Noether’s theorem also
guarantees conservation of momentum for the Euler-Poincaré equation (14), since the
Eulerian mean Lagrangian aLb in eq. (6) has no explicit spatial dependence. In
momentum conservation form, eq. (14) becomes
¯vi
¯t
42
¯
¯x j
(vi u j1Pd
j
i2u, k Qu, i az k z j b) .(28)
Natural boundary conditions are given in eq. (16).
2.7. A second-momentum turbulence closure model for EMM. – When dissipation
and forcing are added to the EMM equation of motion (14) by using the
phenomenological viscosity n DAv and forcing F, one finds a second-moment Eulerian
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mean turbulence model given by
(29) g ¯
¯t
1u Q˘h v1vj ˘u j1˘Ptot1 1
2
(u, k Qu, l ) ˘az k z l b4n D
Av1F , where ˘ Qv40 ,
with viscous boundary conditions v40, u40 at a fixed boundary. Note that the
Eulerian mean fluctuation covariance az k z j b appears in the dissipation operator DA . In
the absence of the forcing F , this viscous EMM turbulence model dissipates the energy
E in eq. (27) according to
dE
dt
42 nd3 x[ tr (˘uT Q azzb Q˘u)1DAu QDAu] .(30)
This negative definite energy dissipation law is a consequence of adding viscosity with
D
A , instead of using the ordinary Laplacian operator. In the isotropic homogeneous case
of this model, where az k z l b4a 2 d kl (for a constant length scale a) we find the viscous
Camassa-Holm equation (VCHE), or the Navier-Stokes alpha model,
g ¯
¯t
1u Q˘h v1vj ˘u j1˘Ptot4na 2 Dv1F , where ˘ Qu40 ,(31)
where D is the usual Laplacian operator for this case and v and Ptot are defined in (18).
In Fourier space, the viscous alpha model equation (25) with isotropic viscosity can
be written for the Lagrangian mean velocity v as follows, cf. eq. (19),
d
dt
vk2 iP»g !
p1n4k
vp
11a 2NpN2
3 (n3vn )h42 nNkN2 vk1Fk , where k Qvk40 .(32)
The Eulerian mean velocity satisfies u4 (12a 2 D)21 v and Fk is the forcing term for
the k-th velocity component. Since uk4vk O(11a 2NkN2 ), the quantity 1Oa acts as a
cutoff wave number for the nonlinearity in the alpha model.
2.8. Constitutive interpretation of the VCHE, or NS-a model. – Chen et al. [6-8]
gave a continuum mechanical interpretation to the VCHE closure model, by rewriting
the VCHE (31) in the equivalent constitutive form,
du
dt
4div T , T42 pI12n(12a 2 D) D12a 2 D
.
,(33)
with ˘ Qv40, D4 (1 /2)(˘u1˘uT ), V4 (1 /2)(˘u2˘uT ), and co-rotational (Jaumann)
derivative given by D
.
4dD/dt1DV2VD , with d/dt4¯/¯t1u Q˘. In this form, one
recognizes the constitutive form of VCHE as a variant of the rate-dependent
incompressible homogeneous fluid of second grade [16, 17], whose viscous dissipation,
however, is modified by the Helmholtz operator (12a 2 D). There is a tradition at least
since Rivlin [18] of modeling turbulence by using continuum mechanics principles such
as objectivity and material frame indifference (see also [19]). For example, this sort of
approach is taken in deriving Reynolds stress algebraic equation models [20].
Rate-dependent closure models of mean turbulence such as the VCHE have also been
obtained by a two-scale DIA approach [21] and by renormalization group methods [22].
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2.9. Comparison of VCHE with LES and RANS models. – Reynolds-averaged
Navier-Stokes (RANS) models of turbulence are part of the classic theoretical
development of the subject [23-25]. The related Large Eddy Simulation (LES)
turbulence modeling approach [26-28], provides an operational definition of the
intuitive idea of Eulerian resolved scales of motion in turbulent flow. In this approach a
filtering function F(r) is introduced and the Eulerian velocity field UE is filtered in an
integral sense, as
u(r)f 
R 3
d3 r 8 F(r2r8 ) UE (r8 ) .(34)
This convolution of UE with F defines the large scale, resolved, or filtered velocity, u.
The corresponding small scale, or subgrid scale velocity, u8, is then defined as the
difference,
u8 (r)fUE (r)2u(r) .(35)
When this filtering operation is applied to the Navier-Stokes system, the following
dynamical equation is obtained for the filtered velocity, u, cf. eq. (33),
¯
¯t
u1u Q˘u42div T2˘p1n Du , ˘ Qu40 ,(36)
in which p is the filtered pressure field (required to maintain ˘ Qu40) and the tensor
difference
T4 (UE UE)2uu ,(37)
represents the subgrid scale stress due to the turbulent eddies. This subgrid scale
stress tensor appears in the same form as the Reynolds stress tensor obtained from
Reynolds averaging the Navier-Stokes equation.
The results of Chen et al. [6-8], may be given either an LES, or RANS
interpretation simply by comparing the constitutive form of the VCHE, or NS-a model
in (33) term by term with eq. (36). Additional LES interpretations, discussions and
numerical results for forced-turbulence simulations of the VCHE, or the Navier-Stokes
alpha model, are presented in [11].
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